Case Study
TEB: Leveraging SME Capabilities to Serve Women

TEB At a Glance
• Established in 1927, TEB has been
a strategic partner of BNP Paribas
since 2005.
• With total assets of over 72 billion
TL (US$23.6 billion), TEB serves
more than 4.9 million customers.
• At 53%, SMEs represent the
largest segment in TEB’s loan
portfolio.
• The bank serves more than 74,000
women customers, with a loan
portfolio of more than 1 billion TL
(US$327 million) held by women.
• Women currently make up 53% of
the bank’s staff and 43% of senior
management.
• TEB was the first bank in Turkey to
have a dedicated Women’s Market
team.
• In 2015 TEB became the first
Turkish financial services firm to
sign on to SheWorks, an initiative
of IFC, and commit to EDGE
gender firm-level certification.

In 2014 Türk Ekonomi Bankası A.Ş. (TEB) was looking to boost its market share in the
competitive Turkish banking sector. The bank realized that while 40 percent of small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) in the country are owned by women, only 15 percent
were obtaining financing from banks (World Bank). TEB had built its reputation on its
strong SME capabilities, and they knew there was a significant opportunity for them
with the Women’s Market if they could leverage their existing offerings to better
serve women business owners — particularly through their comprehensive nonfinancial services (NFS).

“We are absolutely convinced that
After conducting thorough research
there is a strong business case for
to better understand women
customers’ financial needs and
serving the Women’s Market.”
behaviors, and gaining know-how
– Turgut Boz, Head of SME Banking Group
from their Global Banking Alliance for
and Deputy CEO, TEB
Women peers, the bank recalibrated
its SME offerings to target the
Women’s Market — launching the TEB Women Banking program in 2015. Since
then, TEB’s women-owned SME portfolio has experienced impressive growth rates
and increased the bank’s brand awareness. Today the bank serves 74,000 women
business owners, with a loan portfolio of more than 1 billion TL (US$327 million).

SME Banking: Capturing a Slice of a Fast-Growing Niche
In 2004, TEB was a well-established medium-sized bank mostly focusing on the
corporate sector. However, competition in this segment was increasing, and
management decided to expand into less saturated markets. TEB saw great
potential in Turkey’s fast-growing SME market: The number of SMEs increased
by 172 percent from 1992 to 2002, outpacing the corporate sector by nearly 80
percentage points.1 Based on market research and relationship manager feedback,
TEB built a comprehensive value proposition that would serve as a strategic
differentiator for the bank, providing SME customers not only financial support,
but also a core set of NFS, including access to finance, information, markets and
mentorship/coaching. By 2016, TEB was serving more than 900,000 SMEs, increasing
its SME loan market share by 6.5 percentage points.

Choosing to Bank on Women
After more than 10 years of developing its capacity to serve SMEs, TEB had become a leader in the Turkish
market. Given the bank’s culture of innovation, TEB soon began looking at new segments. Observing
global trends and recognizing that very few banks in Turkey were looking at the Women’s Market, TEB
determined it would have a strong first-mover advantage in this underserved market. The bank found that
despite relatively high rates of entrepreneurship among women in Turkey, more than half financed their
businesses out of their own savings, a third got loans from family members and just 18 percent sought
bank financing.2 In 2014 TEB decided to develop a strategy to target women-owned SMEs, leveraging its
existing strong SME capabilities. With local market research, including structured focus group discussions,
and input from high-achieving GBA members, the bank soon developed a holistic customer value proposition
(CVP) for women, which it launched as TEB Women Banking.
1 IFC, “Providing Comprehensive Non-financial Services to SMEs in Turkey”
2 TEB, “TEB Women Banking for GBA Study Tour” (Presentation)
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Pain Points for Turkish Women-Owned SMEs
After analyzing research the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) conducted on more than 3,500
women business owners in 2013 as part of its Women in Business Programme, TEB understood that there were differences
between men and women clients, and these would need to be addressed by the bank’s Women’s Market CVP.
In 2015, TEB conducted focus groups in five different regions of Turkey, speaking to 75 – 80 women clients of various business
sizes, ages and segments. This market research confirmed several barriers women entrepreneurs in Turkey faced in starting
and growing their businesses:
• Lack of business knowledge: Women, like men, face
difficulty in accessing information about business-related
topics — such as taxation, financial and legal matters —
when setting up a business.
• Difficulty balancing business and private life: Women
report work-life-balance challenges. Some report cultural
barriers for business owners who are also mothers.
• Lack of business networks: Women report narrower
networks and expressed a strong desire to share
knowledge and experiences. They are also open to
consulting with bankers to gain financial and business
know-how.

Customer Value Proposition:
Four Pillars
Once the primary and secondary market
research was conducted, TEB analyzed its
database of existing SME clients to better
understand its performance with women, as
well as uncover potential opportunities. TEB
was able to see that just 7 percent of their
existing SME customers were women owned.
To grow this customer base, TEB understood it
needed to address the pain points of starting or
operating a business.

• Less robust financial profiles: Women often have a
hard time meeting banks’ strict requirements for hard
collateral, instead relying on their own savings, jewelry,
personal credit cards or financing from their families to
fund their businesses.
• Stringent application requirements: Women
report needing at least five to six years of operating
experience before banks view them as viable clients.
• Lack of banking relationships: Women report not
having a strong relationship with their bankers and
cite this as the most important factor when choosing a
bank — even more important than cost.

The CVP for women TEB developed included four
elements, one to address financial needs, and three to
give women the non-financial services they needed to
succeed as business owners:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Access to Finance
Access to Information
Access to Markets
Access to Mentorship and Coaching

Through this approach, they ensured they were providing
a holistic CVP that helped women build their businesses
and ultimately become better bank clients.

Establishing a Baseline
TEB was able to disaggregate its data by sex for individual accounts, but had not
systematically captured the sex of SME account owners. To do so, TEB first started by
setting the definition of a women-owned business. After looking at many definitions from
other banks and international institutions, TEB decided to set it as 51 percent or more
woman owned. However, TEB found this definition to be too restrictive, and a caveat
was added that a business could be classified as women-owned if female ownership was
between 20 and 50 percent, and there were also women in management. TEB verifies
and updates this information by reviewing the notarized documentation that each
company is required to file by government authorities.
TEB realized that the data actually overestimated the number of businesses that
were women-owned. Because of a law in the 1960s to encourage multi-shareholder
companies, many of the shareholders registered to the business included female family
members who were not necessarily involved with or had any control over the company.
TEB then had to implement tighter controls to verify ownership, including asking new
customers questions that would identify who is capable of signing off on company
decisions. For existing clients, the bank went back to all relationship managers (RMs)
and asked them to verify the ownership information using the new guidelines.

Equalizing Access to Finance
TEB found that women’s biggest barrier to financial access was lack of collateral. Women only own 36.5
percent of real estate in Turkey, so traditional hard collateral can be difficult to come by. Working with the
EBRD via an on-lending facility with a risk-sharing mechanism, TEB designed a loan for women business
owners with start-ups up to three years old that requires no hard collateral. TEB also offers a collateral-free
Credit Guarantee Fund Loan for businesses in operation up to five years.
Because it is a popular investment among women in Turkey, TEB also accepts gold as collateral. This loan also
offers women a grace period of up to three months. Today, TEB has a 40 percent market share in the gold
banking segment in Turkey.
TEB also provides two banking packages tailored to the needs women business owners expressed to the bank
during focus groups, including favorable pricing for money transfer services, check clearing, SME information
packages and credit inquiries.

“Non-financial services are not a stand-alone effort
or a marketing effort. They must be thoroughly
integrated into the strategy of the bank.”
– Simla Unal, Marketing and Business
Development Director, TEB

Non-Financial Services: Key to the CVP
Beyond collateral workarounds, TEB Women Banking leverages the bank’s huge competitive advantage
in providing high-quality and personalized NFS to its customers. TEB’s management views NFS as core to
their CVP.
Where TEB lacks the in-house competencies to provide these NFS, it taps strategic partners within the
Turkish business ecosystem, such as TOBB, a local university; the Cherie Blair Foundation for Women;
WEConnect International; and ActionCoach to fill the gaps. TEB’s NFS CVP includes:

Information

Needs

Services

Markets

Consulting & Mentoring

SME TV,
Women’s Channel

TEB Women Academy

WEConnect/
SME Club

SME Consultants/Cherie Blair
Foundation for Women

Desire to increase
business and technical
skills, interest in
technology

Looking to increase
business management
skills, lack of networks

Difficulty in accessing
male-dominated markets
and networks

Need to increase business
management skills

Easy to access,
practical information
on business and
personal topics

In-person workshops
on business and
management skills,
and soft skills like
leadership

Lack of networking skills
Connection to buyers
and networking training

Business consulting services
and advice
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Information: Growing Business Knowledge
Women business owners, like SME owners overall, need more information
and know-how — especially related to business skills. To develop women
SME owners’ business knowledge, TEB developed a number of programs
in different modalities. During these programs or events, there are no direct
sales pitches from TEB. Instead, TEB builds their brand and awareness of
their services by positioning themselves as a “consultant bank.”

SME TV & SME TV Women
In 2006, TEB developed a free digital platform called SME TV (tebkobitv.
com) that provides access to practical information on business- and
personal-development topics for a general SME audience. The platform
has more than 150,000 members and 4.5 million visitors per year.
Examining usage and focus group data, TEB found that women were
spending more time on SME TV than men, and were also more interested
in using technology to augment their business knowledge. The bank used
this information to create the SME TV Women channel. Topics featured
in the 2-3 minute videos were selected based on TEB’s research into the
information women SME owners most want, including starting a business,
how to manage cash flow, business planning and other professionaldevelopment topics. The results have been very positive, with average
time on site that is almost 5X higher than that of SME TV.

Markets: Making Networks
Work for Women
Access to markets for women
in Turkey is particularly difficult,
because the country has a mostly
male-dominated business and
networking culture. To help its
women clients overcome this,
TEB works with WEConnect
International to support them in
getting into the supply chains of
major corporations. TEB also offers
clients access to its SME Club, a
network of corporations offering
discounts of up to 50 percent on
particular products and services. In
addition, TEB supports trade fairs
and SME expos across the country,
all of which provide women clients
with an opportunity to network and
grow their businesses.

TEB Women Academy
TEB’s research indicated that in addition to strengthening their business
skills, women also sought to develop their leadership skills and deepen
their networks. TEB launched the TEB Women Academy, building on an
existing platform, but adding subject areas that women are particularly
concerned with, including leadership- and management-skills training,
speeches by inspiring women who serve as role models, and critically,
the opportunity to network with each other. TEB Women Academies are
offered in different regions of Turkey, and as of late 2016 more than 3,000
participants had attended, including both existing clients and non-clients.
TEB Case Study
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Consulting & Mentoring: Customized Business Support
Striving to become the “consultant bank for women,” TEB complements its information and
capacity-building offerings with deeper, tailored technical advice and mentoring support for
women customers. TEB also provides women with consulting services through its existing cadre
of highly trained RM business consultants. These one-on-one advisory services are free for all
SME customers. Staff who sign up to become consultants are required to go through a 2-year
training certified by a local university, which includes three phases:

SME Guides
Basic knowledge about:
• Business functions
• Advice for improvement

SME Experts

SME Consultants

Advanced trainings on:
• Domestic sales
• Foreign trade
• Production
• Finance

Key consultancy areas:
• Sales and marketing
• Restructuring
• Investment

The program started in 2008 and today has more than 600 SME consultants. Only
senior RMs are eligible — assistant branch managers with 5-6 years of experience —
and every staff member enrolled in the program is a voluntary participant. The program
is divided into three phases with increasing levels of specialization. Each phase requires
12-15 days of training over a 5-6 month period and includes theoretical instruction,
pilots and site visits. At the end of each phase, they must make presentations to judges
who determine if they have satisfactorily completed that portion of the program.
There is no additional compensation given to staff who choose to participate in the
program, but the knowledge they gain enabling them to deliver strategic business
advice better helps them to hit their performance targets. RMs who complete the
training are able to produce a detailed company analysis to identify strengths and
areas for improvement, and provide data-driven recommendations. Clients decide
for themselves whether to apply the suggestions made to their businesses. This SME
Consulting capability has been a huge investment for TEB, but is a key differentiator
that has not been replicated by any bank in Turkey.
In addition to technical advice, the bank offers mentoring to its women customers
through a partnership with the Cherie Blair Foundation for Women, and TEB shares
the stories of some of these mentee clients on live TV, offering them exposure and a
chance to showcase their stories, challenges and lessons learned as role models for
other Turkish women entrepreneurs.

Women Mean Business — Measuring Success
TEB measures its performance across both its financial services and NFS.
Each sales force staff member’s work is monitored through a balanced
scorecard, which measures metrics that include credit and sales volume,
net banking income, and net interest income. To promote the acquisition of
women clients, a new sales campaign was designed for RMs in which they got
1.5 points instead of the standard 1 point for each woman customer.
Since the launch of its program, TEB’s total balance of loans to women MSME
owners has increased by 7 percent, making a strong case for the continuous
profitability of the segment. TEB’s data also shows that although women
across MSME segments have had a shorter banking relationship with TEB
than men (on average 2.3 years fewer), they exhibit higher products per
customer numbers as well as higher net promoter scores across all segments.

“By focusing on
measurement, RMs began
to understand that nonfinancial services are not
just offerings in themselves,
but are a way for clients to
strengthen their businesses
and help the RMs sell other
products.”
− Turgut Boz, Head of SME Banking
Group and Deputy CEO, TEB
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Non-financial Services ROI
Because TEB’s NFS offerings are so integral to its core strategy, measuring the performance and return on investment of these
services is key. Tracking the value of NFS as a business tool has helped TEB not only to measure its performance, but to give
management a valuable tool to get buy-in from RMs for the use of those services.
TEB not only tracks how well the NFS programs are performing, but also conversion rates and the impact the programs are having on
the bank. When designing KPIs for each NFS program, TEB emphasizes the bank’s specific goals and the role each NFS offering plays
in achieving these goals. This helps TEB to gain a better understanding of the program’s success in supporting business owners, as well
as in attracting and retaining new customers, and most importantly ensures consistency with the bank’s overall strategic direction.

What Other Banks
Can Learn from TEB:
1. Ensure the Women’s
Market is aligned with the
bank’s overall strategic
direction: Targeting the
Women’s Market was a good
fit for TEB, given its broader
strategic direction to be the
“bank of choice” for SMEs.

Rationale

TEB Women
Academy

Markets
(SME CLUB)

Consulting
& Mentoring

- Increase mass

- Increase customer

- Deepen customer

- Deepen customer

market reach
- Build brand
awareness

acquisition
- Deepen customer
relationships
- Increase loyalty
- Increase brand
awareness

relationships
- Increase
customer
acquisition
- Generate fees

relationships

- Increase cross-selling
opportunities

- Reduce risk profile
of customers

- Increase customer
acquisition

Sample
Indicators

REACH:
- Number of visitors
(total/unique)
- Number of page
views
RETENTION:
- Duration of stay
- Number of returning
visitors
CONVERSION/
ACQUISITION:
- Number of members
- Conversion rate of
visitors to members
- Conversion rate of
members to clients
- Top-of-mind
awareness
- Social media
followers and
interactions

REACH:
- Average number of
participants per
training
CONVERSION/
ACQUISITION:
- Percent of existing/
prospective clients
at trainings
- Conversion rate of
prospects into
clients
- Number of products
sold as a result of
training (during first 6
months)
LOYALTY:
- Training satisfaction
level
- Number of new
referrals

REACH:
- Number of
membership
applications
- Number of
members
CONVERSION/
ACQUISITION:
- Conversion rate
of applicants into
members
- Conversion rate of
members into
clients
LOYALTY:
- Number of
services
benefiting each
member

REACH:
- Number of
consultants
- Number of companies
analyzed
RETENTION:
- Number of existing
clients benefiting from
the product
CONVERSION:
- Number of potential
clients benefiting from
the product
- Conversion rate of
prospects into
clients
LOYALTY:
- Increase in revenue/
cross-sell of existing
clients benefiting from
the product

Performance

-

- Number of invitees
- Number of
participants
- Customer satisfaction

- Number of partners
- Number of
members

- Number of
consultants
- Number of companies
analyzed

Business Case

- Average visit is 4

- 30% profit
- 20% of Women

- US$1.6 million

- Customer revenue is

2. Treat NFS as a core
business: NFS should not be
considered ancillary or part of
corporate social responsibility
(CSR), but central to a bank’s
business.
3. Build on your own core
competencies while
working with ecosystem
actors: TEB developed
some offerings around
existing internal capabilities
and developed strategic
partnerships with other actors
in the ecosystem for areas
where it had insufficient
expertise.

SME TV Women’s
Channel

Number of videos
Number of members
Number of visits
Duration of stay

minutes, almost 5X
longer than SME TV
- Top-of-mind
awareness is 6%

in annual revenue

Academy clients are
prospects, with a
conversion rate of
25%

twice as high as average
- RM turnover is 50% less
than average
- Clients who receive
consulting services
generate twice as much
as those who do not

For information on joining the
Global Banking Alliance for Women,
please visit gbaforwomen.org.
The Global Banking Alliance for Women is a consortium of financial institutions
driving women’s wealth creation. Our member institutions work in more than
135 countries to build innovative, comprehensive programs that deliver women
entrepreneurs the tools – access to capital, information, education and markets – they
need to succeed. Membership in the Alliance provides our member institutions with
a global clearinghouse for best practices and a unique platform for peer learning,
giving them the resources they in turn need to serve their women customers well.

@GBAforWomen
GBA for Women
Global Banking Alliance for Women

